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Extensive development of noncommutative geometry requires elaboration of the
theory of differential Banach *-algebras, that is, dense *-subalgebras of C*-algebras
whose properties are analogous to the properties of algebras of differentiable func-
tions. We consider a specific class of such algebras, D-algebras, and show that
various *-algebras of compact operators associated with symmetric operators S on
Hilbert spaces H are D-subalgebras of the C*-algebra of all compact operators
C(H). We focus on how the properties of the operators S are reflected in the
structure of these operator algebras.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Extensive development of noncommutative geometry requires elaboration
of the theory of differential Banach *-algebras, that is, dense *-subalgebras
of C*-algebras whose properties are analogous to the properties of algebras
of differentiable functions. Blackadar and Cuntz [1] and the authors [8]
introduced and investigated various classes of such algebras. In particular,
in [8] Banach *-algebras (A, & }&1) were considered such that
&x*x&1D &x&1 r(x*x)12, for x # A,
where D0 and where r(x*x) is the spectral radius of x*x in A. It
was shown that these algebras can be equivalently described as dense
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*-subalgebras of C*-algebras (U, & }&) such that the norms & }& and & }&1 on
A satisfy the following inequality:
&xy&1D(&x& &y&1+&x&1 &y&), for x, y # A.
In this paper we only consider the algebras A for which D=1, that is,
&x*x&1&x&1 r(x*x)12, for x # A.
We call them D-algebras. Equivalently, any D-algebra (A, & }&1) is a dense
*-subalgebra of a C*-algebra (U, & }&) such that
&xy&1&x& &y&1+&x&1 &y&, for x, y # A. (1.1)
An important class of the D-algebras consists of the domains D($) of
closed unbounded *-derivations $ of C*-algebras U, where the norm & }&1
on D($) is defined, as usual, by the formula
&A&1=&A&+&$(A)&, for A # D($). (1.2)
We have that, for A, B # D($),
&AB&1 =&AB&+&$(AB)&=&AB&+&$(A) B+A$(B)&
&A& &B&1+&A&1 &B&,
so that D($) is a D-subalgebra of U. Much work has been done on the
investigation of various properties of the algebras D($) (see, for example,
Powers [9], Bratteli and Robinson [2], Sakai [10]). The study of the
domains D($) of the derivations brought the authors to the notion of abstract
D-algebras.
In many cases closed *-derivations $ of C*-algebras U of operators on
Hilbert spaces H are implemented by densely defined, closed symmetric
operators S, that is, operators A from D($) preserve the domain D(S) of
S and
$(A)|D(S)=i(SA&AS)|D(S) .
In particular, Bratteli and Robinson [2] showed that if U contains the
algebra C(H) of all compact operators then every closed *-derivation of U
is implemented by a symmetric operator.
Every closed symmetric operator S on H implements many different
closed *-derivations of various C*-algebras of operators. Among all these
derivations there is the largest one $S , that is, the derivation whose domain
D($S) (we denote this domain by AS) contains the domains of all other
derivations:
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AS=[A # B(H): AD(S)D(S), A*D(S)D(S) and
(SA&AS)|D(S) extends to a bounded operator AS].
The norm closure US of AS is a C*-algebra and
$S(A)=iAS=iClosure(SA&AS), A # AS .
The algebra AS is a unital Banach *-algebra with respect to the norm & }&1 .
If S implements a *-derivation $ of a C*-algebra U of operators on H then
D($)AS and UUS . Set
KS=AS & C(H), JS=[A # KS : $S(A) is a compact operator]
and let FS be the closure with respect to & }&1 of the subalgebra of all finite
rank operators in AS .
Clearly, FS JS KS . It will be shown that all these algebras are
D-subalgebras of the C*-algebra C(H), that JS and KS are semisimple
closed two-sided ideals of the algebra (AS , & }&1) and that FS is a simple
closed two-sided ideal of (AS , & }&1). The algebras KS and JS can be viewed,
respectively, as the domains of the largest derivations from C(H) into B(H)
and from C(H) into C(H) implemented by S.
This paper mainly studies the question how the properties of the
symmetric operators S are reflected in the structure of the algebras AS , KS ,
JS and FS. (Earlier the first author [6] used representations of AS on the
deficiency spaces of S to introduce some new invariants of symmetric
operators.) In spite of the fact that the structure of these algebras is com-
paratively simple, many important related questions still remain open.
Section 2 studies some properties of D-algebras A. For C*-algebras U,
it is well known that U2=U. For D-algebras A, generally speaking,
A{A2 (Theorem 3.4 shows this for the case A=KS). However, for n2,
Theorem 2.2 proves that An=A2. To obtain further results about the
structure of the algebra A2, Section 2 considers an important notion of
(t )-convergence in A which makes use of both norms & }& and & }&1
defined on A: xn(t )-converges to x in A if &x&xn&  0 and &xn &1 are
bounded. Theorem 2.4 establishes that the set A+ of positive elements of A
coincides with the (t )-closure of the set Asquare+ =[x2: x # A+]. At the
same time, every element x2 can be approximated in the norm & }&1 by a
sequence of elements .n(x), where .n are smooth functions each of which
vanishes in a neighbourhood of zero (Theorem 2.8). These results have an
immediate application to the spectral synthesis problem for commutative
D-algebras (see Theorems 2.10 and 2.11) and are systematically used in the
subsequent sections.
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Section 3 deals with the relation between the ideals FS , JS and KS .
Making use of the above mentioned results on (t )-convergence, Theorem
3.2 establishes that (KS)
2=(JS)
2=FS , for all symmetric S. The ideals JS
and FS have a bounded approximate identity if and only if S is selfadjoint.
For selfadjoint S, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 prove that KS {JS=FS .
Section 4 studies the structure of left and right closed ideals of (FS , & }&1). In
particular, Theorem 4.2 shows that if S is selfadjoint then every closed left
(resp. right) ideal I of FS is the intersection of all maximal left (resp. right)
ideals of FS which contain I (another result of spectral synthesis nature). It
also shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between closed left (resp.
right) ideals of FS and the closed subspaces of D(S) (D(S) becomes a Hilbert
space with respect to the scalar product (x, y) =(x, y)+(Sx, Sy)).
Positive functionals and J-symmetric representations of the differential
algebras of compact operators on Krein spaces will be studied in a subsequent
paper. All symmetric operators considered in this paper are assumed to be
closed.
2. (t )-CONVERGENCE IN D-ALGEBRAS
Let (A, & }&1) be a D-subalgebra of a C*-algebra (U, & }&). It was shown
in [8] that if U has the identity then A is also a Q-subalgebra of U, that
is,
1 # A and SpU (x)=SpA (x), for all x # A. (2.1)
If U does not have an identity, it can be embedded in a larger C*-algebra
U =C1+U with identity and with the norm &*1+x&=|*|+&x&, * # C,
x # U. Then the algebra A =C1+A, with the norm &*1+x&1=|*|+&x&1 ,
* # C, x # A, is a D-subalgebra of U . Therefore from now on we will use the
symbol Sp(x), for x # A, without specifying whether we consider the spectrum
of x in A or in U, if A has an identity, or in the unitization A of A or
in the unitization U of U, if A is without identity.
If B is a closed *-subalgebra of (A, & }&1) and B is the closure of B
in U, then B is a D-subalgebra of B.
If (A, & }&1) is a C*-algebra, it is well known that A2=A where A2 is
the linear span of all elements xy, x, y # A. Therefore An=A, for all n. If
A is not a C*-algebra, then
A$A2$ } } } $An$ } } }
where An is the closure of An with respect to the norm & }&1 , and,
generally speaking, An{An+1, for all n. The following discussion shows
that An=A2, for any D-subalgebra A and for any n>2.
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Lemma 2.1. Let (A, & }&1) be a D-algebra. Let B be a closed subspace in
(A, & }&1) and let y1 , y2 # A be selfadjoint elements such that yn1 y
m
2 # B, for
all n1 and m1 such that n+m3. Then y1 y2 # B.
Proof. We assume that 1 # A. Otherwise we consider the D-algebra A .
It follows from (1.1) that, for x # A,
&x2k&12k &x&1 &x& &x2& } } } &x2
k&1&. (2.2)
Let y= y* # A be such that &y&11 and let t # R. Then eity # A. Let k be
the integer such that 2k&1<|t|2k. Since &eity&=1, it follows from (2.2)
that, for |t|1,
&eity&1 =&(eity2
k
)2
k&12k &eity2
k&12 log2 2 |t|e&ty2
k&12e |t|, (2.3)
Let y1= y*1 and y2= y*2 belong to A and let &yp&11, for p=1, 2. Then
both eityp&1, p=1, 2, belong to A, &eityp&1&2 and, by (2.3), for |t|1,
&eityp&1&12e |t|+17 |t|.
Therefore, by (1.1),
&(eity1&1)(eity2&1)&1 &eity1&1&1 &eity2&1&+&eity1&1& &eity2&1&1
14 |t|+14 |t|=28 |t|. (2.4)
Let now y1 and y2 be such that yn1 y
m
2 # B if n1, m1 and n+m3.
Assume that y1 y2  B. Then there is a bounded functional F on A such
that F( y1 y2){0 and F |B #0. Hence
|F((eity1&1)(eity2&1))|=|F(i2t2y1 y2+ } } } )|=|F( y1 y2)| |t|2.
From this and from (2.4) it follows that, for |t|1,
|F( y1 y2)| |t|228 &F& |t|,
which is only possible if F( y1 y2)=0. This contradiction shows that y1 y2 # B.
K
Remark. Formula (2.3) is a particular case of a much more general
formula obtained in Proposition 3.13 [1].
Theorem 2.2. Let (A, & }&1) be a D-algebra.
(i) If B is a subalgebra of (A, & }&1), then B2=Bn, for n2, where
B2 and Bn are closed with respect to & }&1 .
(ii) Let I be a closed left (resp. right.) ideal of (A, & }&1). If x=x* # A
and x3 # I, then x2 # I.
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Proof. Setting B=B3 in Lemma 2.1, we obtain part (i). Setting B=I
and y1= y2=x in Lemma 2.1, we obtain part (ii). K
Definition. Let X be a linear subspace in a normed space (Y, & }&) and
let & }&1 be another norm on X such &x&&x&1 for x # X. We say that
xn # X (t )-converge to y # Y if
sup &xn &1< and &y&xn &  0, as n  .
For a subset M of X, its (t )-closure in Y (resp. in X) is the set of all
elements in Y (resp. in X) which are (t )-limits of elements from M.
A subset M of X is (t )-closed in Y (resp. in X) if it coincides with its
(t )-closure.
It should be taken into account that (t )-closure of a set need not be
(t )-closed. Therefore one must take particular care when dealing with this
notion. On the other hand, it is evident that any (t )-closed subset of X
is also closed in X with respect to the norm & }&1 . Below we shall find some
sufficient conditions for the converse statement to be true.
We denote by X* the dual space of all linear bounded functionals on
(X, & }&1) and by Y* the dual space of all linear bounded functionals on
(Y, & }&). By i we denote the identity inclusion of (X, & }&1) into (Y, & }&).
Since by assumption &x&&x&1 , for x # X, the linear mapping
i*(F )=F |X , for F # Y*,
from Y* into X* is bounded and &i*&1.
Lemma 2.3. Let (X, & }&1) be a Banach space. If i*(Y*) is norm dense in
X* then any closed subspace of (X, & }&1) is (t )-closed in X.
Proof. Let L be a closed subspace of (X, & }&1), let x belong to the
(t )-closure of L and let xn # L (t )-converge to x. If x  L, there is F # X*
such that F |L #0 and F(x)=1. Set m=sup (&xn &1)+&x&1< and
==13m. Since i*(Y*) is norm dense in X*, there is G # Y* such that
&F&i*(G)&=. Since &x&xn &  0, as n  , we can choose N such that
|G(x&xN)|<13. Then
1=F(x)=F(x)&F(xN)
|F(x)&i*(G)(x)|+|i*(G)(x)&i*(G)(xN)|+|i*(G)(xN)&F(xN)|
= &x&1+|G(x&xN)|+= &xN&1 23 .
This contradiction shows that x # L, so that L is (t )-closed. K
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Let . be a closed linear mapping from a Banach space (Y, & }&) into a
Banach space (Z, & }&Z ) and let X=D(.) be the domain of .. Then X is
a Banach space with respect to the norm &x&1=&x&+&.(x)&, for x # X. By
0. we denote the set of all F # Z* such that the functional F. on X:
F.(x)=F(.(x))
extends to a bounded functional on Y.
Corollary 2.4. If 0. is norm dense in Z* then any closed subspace of
(X, & }&1) is (t )-closed in X.
Proof. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that to prove the corollary it suffices
to show that i*(Y*) is dense in X*. Let G # X* and =>0. The Banach
space (X, & }&1) is isometrically isomorphic to the closed subspace X =
[x.(x): x # X] of the normed space YZ. The functional G on X
defined by the formula:
G (x.(x))=G(x)
is bounded and extends to a bounded functional F on YZ which, as
all bounded functionals on YZ, has the form F1 F2 , where F1 # Y*
and F2 # Z*. Hence
G(x)=G (x.(x))=F1(x)+F2(.(x)).
Since 0. is dense in Z*, there is F3 # 0. such that &F2&F3&<=. The
functional F3(.(x)) on X extends to K # Y*. Then F1+K # Y* and,
for x # X,
|G(x)&i*(F1+K)(x)|=|F2(.(x))&K(x)|
=|F2(.(x))&F3(.(x))|
= &.(x)&Z = &x&1 .
Hence &G&i*(F1+K)&=. Since = is arbitrary, i*(Y*) is dense in X*. K
Let (A, & }&1) be a D-subalgebra of a C*-algebra (U, & }&). By A+ we
denote the set of all selfadjoint elements x in A such that Sp(x)0.
Then A+ is closed in A with respect to the norm & }& and, hence, it is
(t )-closed. Set
Asquare+ =[x
2: x # A+].
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Then Asquare+ A+ . If A=U, it is well known that A
square
+ =A+ . The
following example shows that if A{U, then, generally speaking, Asquare+ is
not even dense in A+ with respect to & }&1 .
Example. Let C([0, 1]) be the C*-algebra of all continuous functions
on [0, 1] with the norm &h&=sup |h(t)|, let U=[h(t) # C([0, 1]): h(0)=0]
and let A=[h(t) # C0([0, 1]): h$(t) # C([0, 1])]. Then U is a C*-algebra
without identity and A is a D-subalgebra of U with respect to the norm
&h&1=&h&+&h$&. Let g(t)=t. Then g(t) # A+ . Assume that there are
gn(t) # Asquare+ such that &g& gn &1  0, as n  . Then gn(t)=h
2
n(t), where
hn(t) # A+ , so that g$n(0)=2hn(0) h$n(0)=0. On the other hand,
1= g$(0)& g$n(0)&g$& g$n &&g& gn&1  0.
This contradiction shows that Asquare+ is not dense in A+ with respect
to & }&1 . K
Theorem 2.5. A+=(t )-Closure(Asquare+ ).
Proof. Since Asquare+ A+ and since A+ is (t )-closed, it follows that
(t )-Closure(Asquare+ )A+ . Hence to prove the theorem it suffices to
show that if a # A+ then there are bn # A+ such that an=b2n (t )-converge
to a.
For =>0, the function h=(t)=(t+=)12&=12 is analytic on Sp(a) and
h=(0)=0. Set b= h=(a)=(a+=1)12&=121. Then b= # A, Sp(b=)0,
&a&b2= &=&2=
12(a+=1)12&2=1&  0 when =  0
and
&b2= &1=&a+2=1&2=12(a+=1)12&1&a&1+2=+2=12 &(a+=1)12&1 .
Therefore it only remains to prove that
sup (=12 &(a+=1)12&1)<, for = # [0, 1]. (2.5)
Set x=a+=1. Since Sp(a)/R+ , we have &x&1&=&(a+=1)&1&=&1.
For t>0, it follows from (1.1) that
t &x&1&1 =&tx&1&1=&1&(x&t1) x&1&1
1+&x&t1&1 &x&1&+&x&t1& &x&1&1 .
Therefore
(t&&x&t1&) &x&1&11+&x&t1&1 &x&1&1+(&x&1+t) =&1.
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Set t=&a&2+=. Then x&t1=a&(&a&2) 1 and &x&t1&=&a&2. Hence
we can rewrite the above inequality in the following form
= &(a+=1)&1&11+\&a+=1&1+&a&2 +=+ =&13+C(a) =&1.
where C(a)=&a&1+&a&2. Thus
&(a+=1)&1&13=&1+C(a) =&2. (2.6)
We shall now use the following formula which appears in [5, p. 282]:
y12=?&1 |

0
t&12y( y+t1)&1 dt,
for any positive y # U . Since y( y+t1)&1=1&t( y+t1)&1,
y12=?&1 |
1
0
t&12[1&t( y+t1)&1] dt+?&1 |

1
t&12y( y+t1)&1 dt.
Making use of (2.6), we obtain, for y # A,
"|

1
t&12y( y+t1)&1 dt"1 |

1
t&12 &y&1 &( y+t1)&1&1 dt
&y&1 |

1
t&12[3t&1+C( y) t&2] dt
&y&1 (6+C( y)).
Replacing y by a+=1 and using (2.6) again, we obtain
"|
1
0
t&12[1&t[a+(t+=) 1]&1] dt"1
2+|
1
0
t12 &[a+(t+=) 1]&1&1 dt
2+|
1
0
t12[3(t+=)&1+C(a)(t+=)&2] dt
2+|
1
0
3t&12 dt+C(a) |
1
0
(t+=)&32 dt
=8&2C(a)[(1+=)&12&=&12]
8+2C(a) =&12.
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Therefore
&(a+=1)12&1?&1[8+2C(a) =&12+(&a&1+=)(6+C(a)+2=)]
and (2.5) holds. K
Remark. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.5 that all a= belong to
the left ideal Aa=[xa: x # A]. Indeed, the functions h= are analytic on
Sp(a) and h=(0)=0. Hence h2=(t)= g=(t) t, where g= is analytic on Sp(a) and
g=(0)=0. Therefore a= b2= =h
2
=(a)= g=(a) a # Aa. K
For a continuous function h(t) on [&d, d], set &h&=max |h(t)|. We
denote by C (n)([&d, d]) the set of all n times continuously differentiable
functions on [&d, d]. In [1] and [8] it was shown that if A is a D-sub-
algebra of a C*-algebra U with identity then h(x) # A, for any x=x* # A
and any h # C (2)([&&x&, &x&]). Set
&h&(2)=&h&+&h$&+&h"&.
The following lemma evaluates &h(x)&1 .
Lemma 2.6. &h(x)&1C &h&(2) where the constant C only depends on &x&
and &x&1 .
Proof. Let d=&x& and p(t) be a cubic polynomial such that p(\d )=
h(\d ) and p$(\d )=h$(\d ). The coefficients of p(t) are linear combina-
tions of h(\d ) and of h$(\d ). Therefore there are constants L and M such
that
&p&(2)L &h&(2) and &p(x)&1M &h&(2) , (2.7)
where L only depends on d and M only on d and &x&1 . Set g(t)=h(t)& p(t).
Then g(\d )= g$(\d )=0 and g # C 2([&d, d]).
From a much more general result obtained in Proposition 6.4 [1] one
can infer that &g(x)&1C&g&(2) . For the sake of completeness we include
the proof of this. Let
g(t)= :

n=&
g^(n) e int?d.
Since g is two times continuously differentiable and g(\d )= g$(\d )=0, it
follows that
g"(t)=& :

n=&
g^(n)
n2?2
d 2
eint?d.
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Therefore
:

n=&
| g^(n) n2|2=
d 4
?42d |
d
&d
| g"(t)| 2 dt
d 4
?4
(&g&(2))2. (2.8)
By Theorem 5 [8], 1 # A. Hence einx?d # A, for n # Z, and, by (2.3),
&einx?d&12e
?
d
|n| &x&1 .
Making use of this, of (2.8) and of CauchySchwarz inequality, we obtain
that
" :

n=&
g^(n) einx?d"1  :

n=&
| g^(n)| &einx?d&1
2e
?
d
&x&1 :

n=&
| g^(n) n|
=2e
?
d
&x&1 :

n=&
| g^(n) n2| |n&1|
2e
?
d
&x&1 \ :

n=&
| g^(n) n2|2+
12
2 \ :

n=1
n&2+
12
K &g&(2) ,
where K only depends on d and &x&1 . Therefore
g(x)= :

n=&
g^(n) einx?d
belongs to A and &g(x)&1K &g&(2) .
Since h(x)= g(x)+ p(x), it follows from (2.7) that
&h(x)&1 &g(x)&1+&p(x)&1K &g&(2)+M &h& (2)
K(&h&(2)+&p&(2))+M &h&(2)
(K+M+KL) &h&(2) . K
For n3, let un(t) be the segment of the straight line u=(nt&2d )
(n&2) on the plane linking the points (2dn, 0) and (d, d). Let Tn be the
circle which touches the t-axes at the point (dn, 0) and touches the graph
of un(t) at a point P(tn , un). By vn(t) we denote the arch of Tn between the
points (dn, 0) and Pn . Set
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:n(t)={
0, 0t
d
n
vn(t),
d
n
ttn and :n(&t)=:n(t);
un(t), tntd
;n(t)=2 |
t
0
:n(s) ds, for 0td, and ;n(&t)=;n(t);
#n(t)=3 |
t
0
;n(s) ds, for 0td, and #n(&t)=#n(t).
Then :n(t) # C (1)([&d, d]), ;n(t) # C (2)([&d, d]), #n(t) # C (3)([&d, d])
and
:n(t)=;n(t)=#n(t)#0, for t # _&dn ,
d
n& .
The proof of the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2.7. (i) &t&:n(t)&2dn and &:$n&=&u$n&=n(n&2)3.
(ii) limn   &t2&;n(t)&=0 and sup (&;n&, &;$n&, &;"n&)<.
(iii) limt   &t3&#n(t)&=0.
The following result is of spectral synthesis nature. By 8 we denote the
set of all functions from C(R) each vanishing in a neighbourhood of 0.
Theorem 2.8. Let (A, & }&1) be a D-algebra and let x=x* # A. There
exist .n # 8 such that &x2&.n(x)&1  0 as n  .
Proof. Let d=&x& and functions :n , ;n and #n be as in Lemma 2.7. Since
;n , #n # C (2)([&d, d]), it follows from Theorem 12(ii) [8] that ;n(x) # A and
#n(x) # A. Applying Lemma 2.7, we obtain that &t3&#n(t)&  0 and that
&(t3&#n(t))$&=3 &t2&;n(t)&  0,
&(t3&#n(t))"&=6 &t&:n(t)&  0, as n  .
Therefore &t3&#n(t)&(2)  0 and, by Lemma 2.6,
&x3&#n(x)&1  0, as n  .
Moreover, one can easily find .n#8 such that &#n.n&(2)  0 in C (2)([d, d]).
Hence, by Lemma 2.6, &#n(x)&.n(x)&1  0. Thus &x3&.n(x)&1  0.
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By A(x) we denote the closed subalgebra of (A, & }&1) generated by x.
Then A(x) is a D-algebra. Let I0=[.(x): . # 8] and let I be the closure
of I0 with respect to & }&1 . Since t. # 8, for . # 8, we have that xI0 I0 .
Hence I is a closed ideal of A(x) and, by the preceding argument, x3 # I.
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that x2 # I. K
The next corollary is useful for the theory of spectral synthesis of commu-
tative Banach *-algebras (see Theorem 2.10) and also for the analysis of the
structure of D-algebras of compact operators (see Theorem 3.2).
Corollary 2.9. Let (A, & }&1) be a D-algebra and let M be a closed
subspace of A such that .(x) # M, for every x=x* # A and every . # 8.
(i) A+=(t )-Closure(M+).
(ii) If A is commutative then A2M.
(iii) If M is (t )-closed then A+=M+ and A2M.
Proof. Let x=x* # A. Since .(x) # M, for any . # 8, and since M is
closed with respect to & }&1 , it follows from Theorem 2.8 that x2 # M.
Therefore Asquare+ M+ A+ . Since A+ is (t )-closed, it follows from
Theorem 2.5 that (t )-Closure(M+)=A+ . Part (i) is proved.
Let A be commutative and let x and y be selfadjoint elements in A. By
the above argument, x2, y2 and (x+ y)2 belong to M. Hence
xy= 12 ((x+ y)
2&x2& y2) # M.
To finish the proof of part (ii) it suffices to note that A2 is linearly
generated by such products.
If M is (t )-closed in A, it is also closed with respect to the norm & }&1
and M+ is (t )-closed. Therefore, by (i), A+=M+ . Let x and y be selfad-
joint elements in A. Then x2, y2 and (x+ y)2 and (x+iy)(x+iy)* belong
to A+ . Hence they belong to M+ , so that
xy= 12 ((x+ y)
2&x2& y2+i[(x+iy)(x+iy)*&x2& y2]) # M.
This shows that A2M whence it follows that A2M. K
We shall now apply the notion of (t )-convergence to the problem of
synthesis for commutative Banach *-algebras. First we remind some funda-
mental concepts of the theory of spectral synthesis (for more detailed discussion
see [3] and [4]).
Let U=C(4) be the C*-algebra of all continuous functions on a compact
4 and let (A, & }&1) be a dense *-subalgebra of U and a Banach *-algebra with
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respect to & }&1 such that 4 is the space of maximal ideals of A. For every
closed ideal I in A, let
Null(I )= ,
f # I
h&1(0)=[* # 4: h(*)=0 for all h # I].
Then Null(I ) is a closed subset of 4. If I{A, Null(I ){<. For every
compact K/4, set
Imax(K)=[h # A: Kh&1(0)].
For h # A, we denote by int(h&1(0)) the largest open subset in h&1(0). Set
Imin(K)=Closure[h # A: K/int(h&1(0))].
Generally speaking, Imax(K){Imin(K) and the correspondence I  Null(I )
is not injective. If the algebra of functions [h(*): h # A] is regular on 4,
then Imax(K) and Imin(K) are respectively the largest and the smallest closed
*-ideals among all closed *-ideals I in (A, & }&1) such that K=Null(I ). The
ideal Imax(K) is the intersection of all maximal ideals of A containing I.
A compact subset K in 4 is a set of synthesis of A if Imax(K)=Imin(K).
In this case there is only one ideal I such that Null(I )=K and it is the
intersection of all maximal ideals of A which contain I. If A=U, then
every compact K is the set of synthesis of A.
If (A, & }&1) is a D-subalgebra of U=C(4), it follows from Theorem 13
[8] that A is a regular algebra of functions on 4. The following well-known
example shows that even if A is the domain of a closed *-derivation of U,
not all compact subsets of 4 are sets of synthesis of A.
Example. Let 4=[0, 1] and A=C (1)([0, 1]). Then A is the domain
of the closed *-derivation $(h)=h$ on U. Let t0 # [0, 1] and K=[t0].
Then g(t)=t&t0 # Imax(K). If h(t)#0 in a neighbourhood of t0 then h$(t0)=0.
From this and from (1.2) it follows that if h(t) # Imin(K) then h$(t0)=0.
Since g$(t0)=1, we have g(t)  Imin(K). K
We say that K is a set of (t )-synthesis of A if Imin(K) is (t )-dense
in Imax(K), that is, for every h # Imax(K), there are hn # Imin(K) which
(t )-converge to h.
Theorem 2.10. Let $ be a closed *-derivation on a commutative C*-algebra
U=C(4) (with values in U) and let A=D($). Every compact K is a set of
(t )-synthesis of A.
Proof. It suffices to prove that, for every h(*)=h(*) # Imax(K), there are
hn # Imin(K) which (t )-converge to h. Let d=max* # 4 |h(*)| and let
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:n(t) be the same functions as in Lemma 2.7. Set hn(*)=:n(h(*)). Since U
is commutative, it follows from Theorem 17 [2] that
hn # D($) and $(hn)(*)=$(h)(*) :$n(h(*)).
From this and from Lemma 2.6 we obtain that
&h(*)&hn(*)&=&h(*)&:n(h(*))&
2d
n
 0
and
sup &hn&1 sup &hn&+sup &$(hn)&
&h&+2d+&$(h)& sup &:$n(h(*))&
&h&+2d+3 &$(h)&<.
Hence hn (t )-converge to h. Since h(*)=0, for * # K, we obtain that the
set U=[*: h(*) # (&dn, dn)] is open and contains K. From the definition
of :n(t) it follows that hn(*)=0 for all * # U. Thus hn # Imin(K). K
We do not know whether Theorem 2.10 holds for arbitrary D-subalgebras
of commutative C*-algebras. However making use of Corollary 2.9, we
obtain the following result for these algebras.
Theorem 2.11. Let (A, & }&1) be a D-subalgebra of a commutative
C*-algebra (U, & }&)=C(4) and let K be a compact subset of 4. Then
(Imax(K))2Imin(K) and Imax(K)+=(t )-Closure(Imin(K)+).
Proof. We have that Imax(K) is a D-algebra and it is (t )-closed in A.
Hence Imax(K)+ is (t )-closed in A. Let h # Imax(K) be a real functions,
let . # 8 and let V be a neighbourhood of 0 in .&1(0). The function
.(h(*))=0 on the open set U=[* # 4: h(*) # V] which contains K. Hence
.(h) # Imin(K) and the rest of the proof follows immediately from Corollary 2.9.
K
3. CLOSED IDEALS OF COMPACT OPERATORS IN AS
In this section we study the structure of the ideals FS , JS and KS
of compact operators in the Banach *-algebras (AS , & }&1) of bounded
operators on Hilbert spaces H associated with closed symmetric operators S
on H. Let B(H) be the algebra of all bounded operators on H, C(H) be the
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ideal of all compact operators and D(S) be the domain of S. Recall that AS
consists of all A # B(H) which satisfy the conditions
AD(S)D(S), A*D(S)D(S) and
the operator (SA&AS)|D(S) extends to a bounded operator AS ,
that KS=AS & C(H) and that JS=[A # KS : AS # C(H)]. By US we denote
the closure of AS with respect to & }&. Set
$(A)=iAS , A # AS .
The norm & }&1 on AS is defined by the formula:
&A&1=&A&+&AS &=&A&+&$(A)&.
By FS we denote the closure with respect to & }&1 of the subalgebra of all
finite rank operators in AS .
For x, y # H, the rank one operator z  (z, x) y is denoted by xy. Let
T be a densely defined operator. It is easy to check that if y # D(T) and
x # D(T*), then
&xy&=&x& &y&, (xy)*= yx, (xy)(uv)=(v, x)(uy),
T(xy)=xTy and (xy) T extends to (T*x)y. (3.1)
Lemma 3.1. (i) $(A) is a closed *-derivation from US into B(H) with
D($)=AS . For A # AS .
AD(S*)D(S*) and $(A)|D(S*)=i(S*A&AS*).
(ii) xy # AS if and only if x, y # D(S). If F # AS is a finite rank
operator, then F=ni=1 xi yi , where x i , yi # D(S).
(iii) KS and JS are closed two-sided *-ideals in (AS , & }&1) and
(KS)
2JS .
Proof. Clearly, AS is an algebra, $ is a derivation from US into B(H)
and D($)=AS . For x, y # D(S) and A # AS ,
(x, $(A)* y)=($(A) x, y)=i((SA&AS) x, y))=i(x, (A*S&SA*) y),
so that the operator i(SA*&A*S) extends to a bounded operator $(A)*.
Hence A* # AS and $(A*)=$(A)*. Thus AS is a *-algebra and $ is a
*-derivation.
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Let An # AS converge to A # B(H) and $(An) converge to B # B(H). Let
S* be the adjoint of S. For x # D(S) and y # D(S*),
(Ax, S*y)=lim (Anx, S*y)=lim (SAnx, y)
=lim [&i($(An) x, y)+(AnSx, y)]
=(Bx, y)+(ASx, y).
Hence Ax # D(S**) and Bx=(S**A&AS) x. Since S is closed, S**=S,
so that AD(S)D(S) and (SA&AS)| D(S)=B|D(S) . Thus A # AS and $ is
closed.
Since $(A)*=$(A*), we obtain for y # D(S) and x # D(S*) that
&i($(A) x, y)+(AS*x, y)=(x, i$(A*) y)+(x, SA*y)
=(x, A*Sy)=(Ax, Sy).
Thus AD(S*)D(S*) and $(A)|D(S*)=i(S*A&AS*). Part (i) is proved.
If x, y # D(S), it follows easily from (3.1) that xy # AS . Conversely, if
xy # AS and z # D(S) is such that (z, x){0, then (xy) z=(z, x) y # D(S).
Thus y # D(S). Since (xy)*= yx # AS , x # D(S).
If F # AS is a finite rank operator, then F=ni=1 xi yi , xi , yi # H,
all xi are linearly independent and all y i are linearly independent. For
z # D(S), Fz=ni=1 (z, x i) y i # D(S). Since D(S) is dense in H, there are
[zi]ni=1 in D(S) such that the determinant |(zi , x j)|{0. Therefore all
yi # D(S). Since the operator F*=ni=1 yi xi also belongs to AS , as
above, all xi # D(S). Part (ii) is proved.
Clearly, KS is a two-sided *-ideal in AS . If Bn # KS , B # AS and if
&B&Bn&1  0, then &B&Bn&  0, so that B is compact. Therefore B # KS
and KS is closed. Let Bn # JS and &B&Bn &1  0, where B # AS . Then
$(Bn) # C(H) and &$(Bn)&$(B)&  0 and, since KS is closed, B # KS .
Hence $(B) # C(H), so that B # JS and JS is a closed two-sided *-ideal in
(AS , & }&1). If A, B # KS , then $(AB)=A$(B)+$(A) B is compact. Thus
AB # JS . Part (iii) is proved. K
Proposition 3.2. The algebras (AS , & }&1), (KS , & }&1), (JS , & }&1) and
(FS , & }&1) are semisimple. The algebra (FS , & }&1) has no closed two-sided
ideals and FS I, for any closed two-sided non-trivial ideal I of (AS , & }&1).
Proof. Let I be a closed two-sided ideal of (FS , & }&1). Let A # I and
x # D(S) be such that A*x{0. by (3.1), (A*x)y=(xy) A # I, for any
y, z # D(S), and,
((A*x)y)(z (A*z))=&A*x&2 (zy) # I.
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It follows from Lemma 3.1(ii) that I contains all finite rank operators in
AS . Therefore FS I. Similarly, if I is a closed two-sided ideal of (AS , & }&1)
then FS I. If R is the radical of AS (or KS , or JS) and R{0 then FS R.
For x # D(S) and &x&=1, xx # FS and (xx)n=xx. Hence
xx  R. This contradiction shows that AS , KS and JS are semisimple. K
Since $ is a closed *-derivation from US into B(H), it follows from the
discussion in Section 1 that (AS , & }&1) is a D-subalgebra of the C*-algebra
(U, & }&). By (ii), all operators xy, x, y # D(S), belong to FS . Since D(S)
is dense in H, the closure of FS with respect to & }& contains all finite rank
operators and, therefore, FS is dense in C(H). Then KS and JS are also
dense in C(H), so that (KS , & }&1), (JS , & }&1) and (FS , & }&1) are D-sub-
algebras of (C(H), & }&).
Theorem 3.3. Let S be a closed symmetric operator on H.
(i) The algebra AS is (t )-closed in B(H).
(ii) Every closed subspace of (JS , & }&1) is (t )-closed in JS . In
particular, the ideal FS is (t )-closed in JS .
(iii) (KS)+=(t )-Closure((FS)+) and (JS)+=(FS)+ .
(iv) (KS)
2=(JS)
2=(FS)
2=FS , where the bar denotes the closure
with respect to the norm & }&1 .
Proof. Let An # AS , A # B(H), &A&An&  0 and supn&An&1<.
Then sup &$(An)&=r. The ball Br of the radius r in B(H), is compact in
_(B(H), T(H)) topology. Hence there is R # Br such that its every neigh-
bourhood contains an infinite number of elements from the set [$(An)].
Let x # D(S) and y # D(S*). Then there is a subsequence [Ank] such that
($(Ank) x, y)  (Rx, y), as k  .
Since &A&Ank &  0, as k  , we have that
(Rx, y)=lim($(Ank) x, y)=lim i((SAnk&Ank S) x, y)
=i(Ax, S*y)&i(ASx, y).
Since S is closed, S**=S and, therefore,
Ax # D(S**)=D(S) and (Rx, y)=i((SA&AS) x, y).
Hence R=$(A) and A # AS . Part (i) is proved.
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Set .=$|JS . By Lemma 3.1(i), . is a closed linear mapping from
D(.)=JS into C(H). For x, y # H, Fx, y(A)=(Ax, y), A # C(H), is a bounded
functional on C(H). Let x, y # D(S) and A # JS . Then
Fx, y(.(A))=($(A) x, y)=i(SAx, y)&i(ASx, y)
=iFx, Sy(A)&iFSx, y(A).
Therefore Fx, y(.(A)) extends to a bounded functional on C(H). Since D(S) is
dense in H, the set of all linear combinations of functionals Fx, y , x, y # D(S),
is dense in the dual space of C(H) which is isomorphic to the algebra of all
trace class operators on H. Making use of Corollary 2.4 and replacing there Y
by C(H), we obtain that any closed subspace of (JS , & }&1) (in particular, FS)
is (t )-closed in JS . Part (ii) is proved.
Let A=A* # KS and let . be a function from C (R) which vanishes in
a neighbourhood of 0. Then .(A) is a finite rank operator and, therefore
.(A) # FS . It follows from Corollary 2.9(i) that (KS)+=(t )-Closure((FS)+).
By (ii), FS is (t )-closed in JS , so that (FS)+ is (t )-closed in JS . Thus
(JS)+=(FS)+ and part (iii) is proved.
From Corollary 2.9(iii) we also have that (JS)
2FS . Since (FS)
2 is a
closed two-sided ideal of (FS , & }&1), it follows from Proposition 3.2 that
(FS)
2=FS . Therefore FS=(FS)
2(JS)
2FS , So that (JS)
2=FS . Finally,
by Theorem 2.2 and by Lemma 3.1(iii),
(JS)
2(KS)
2=(KS)
4(JS)
2. K
Theorem 3.4. (i) If S is selfadjoint then JS=FS and there is a bounded
two-sided approximate identity in JS which consists of finite-dimensional
projections converging to 1H in the strong operator topology.
(ii) If S is not selfadjoint then neither JS nor FS has a bounded
approximate identity.
Proof. Let S be selfadjoint. By g(t) we denote the function
g(t)={n+1,n,
if 0nt<n+1
if nt<n+10.
Then sup |t& g(t)|1. Set [S]= g(S). The operator [S] is selfadjoint,
Sp([S])Z"[0] and D(S)=D([S]). The operator S&[S] is bounded
and &S&[S]&1. For A # AS ,
([S] A&A[S])|D(S)
=(SA&AS)|D(S)&((S&[S]) A&A(S&[S]))|D(S) , (3.2)
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so that [S]A&A[S] extends to a bounded operator A[S] and
&$(A)&&A[S]&+&(S&[S]) A&A(S&[S])&
&A[S]&+2 &A&. (3.3)
Let Hj=[x # H: [S] x= jx]. Then H=j # Sp([S]) Hj . In every H j
we choose an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional projections Qnj
which converge to 1Hj in the strong operator topology as n  . Set Qn=
nj=&n Q
n
j . The finite-dimensional projections Qn commute with [S],
belong to FS and converge to 1H in the strong operator topology. Hence
(Qn)[S]=0 and, for any compact operator B,
&B&QnB&  0 as n  . (3.4)
By (3.3),
&Qn &1=&Qn &+&$(Qn)&1+&(Qn)[S] &+2 &Qn&3.
Let A # JS . Since $(A) is compact, it follows from (3.2) that A[S] extends
to a compact operator. Therefore, taking into account that A is compact
and that [S] and Qn commute, we obtain from (3.3) and (3.4) that
&$(A&QnA)&&[S](A&QnA)&(A&QnA)[S]&+2 &A&Qn A&
=&A[S]&QnA[S]&+2 &A&QnA&  0, as n  .
Hence
&A&QnA&1=&A&QnA&+&$(A&QnA)&  0.
From this it also follows that
&A&AQn &1=&A*&Qn A*&1  0.
Thus [Qn] is a bounded two-sided approximate identity in JS . Since Qn # FS ,
we have that QnA # FS , so that JS=FS . Part (i) is proved.
Suppose now that FS has a bounded left approximate identity. Since FS
is separable, we may assume that there are [Un]n=1 in FS such that
sup &Un &1< and &A&UnA&1  0, for all A # FS , as n  .
Choosing finite rank operators Vn # FS such that &Un&Vn &11n, we
have that
sup &Vn&1< and &A&VnA&1&A&UnA&1+&(Un&Vn) A&1  0
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for every A # FS , as n  . Therefore
sup &Vn&<, sup &$(Vn)&<, (3.5)
&A&VnA&  0 and &$(A)&$(Vn A)&  0. (3.6)
For x, y # D(S), xy # FS and, by (3.1) and (3.6),
0  &xy&Vn(xy)&=&x ( y&Vn y)&=&x& &y&Vn y&.
Hence &y&Vn y& 0, y # D(S). From this and from the fact that sup &Vn&<
it follows that
&z&Vn z&  0, for all z # H. (3.7)
Making use of (1.1), (3.6) and (3.7), we obtain that, for A # FS and z # H,
$(Vn)Az=($(Vn A)&Vn$(A))z
=($(VnA)&$(A)) z+$(A) z&Vn $(A) z  0.
Hence, for xy # FS and &x&=1,
$(Vn)(xy) x=&x&2 $(Vn) y=$(Vn) y  0.
Since, by (3.5), sup &$(Vn)&<, we have that
$(Vn) z  0, for all z # H. (3.8)
Since Vn are finite rank operators, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that Vnz # D(S),
for all z # H, so that S*Vnz=SVnz. Taking this into account, we obtain
from (3.7), (3.8) and from Lemma 3.1(ii) that, for z # D(S*),
S*z= lim
n  
VnS*z= lim
n  
(S*Vnz+i$(Vn) z)= lim
n  
SVnz.
Since Vnz  z and S is closed, we have that z # D(S). Hence D(S*)=D(S)
and S is selfadjoint.
If the ideal JS has a bounded left approximate identity [Un]n=1 , then,
by Theorem 3.3, U 2n # FS and, for A # FS ,
&A&U 2nA&&A&UnA&+&Un A&U
2
nA&
&A&UnA&+&Un & &A&UnA&  0.
Hence [U 2n]

n=1 is a bounded left approximate identity in FS and, by the
above argument, S is selfadjoint. K
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Theorem 3.5. For any selfadjoint unbounded operator S, (KS)+ {(JS)+ ,
so that KS {JS and (KS)2{KS .
Proof. Define the operator [S] on H as in the proof of Theorem 3.4
and denote Sp([S]) by 4. It follows from (3.2) that AS=A[S] , that KS=K[S] ,
that JS=J[S] and that the norm & }&1 on AS is equivalent to the norm
&A&2=&A&+&A[S] &. Therefore FS=F[S] .
Let Hn=[x # H: [S] x=nx], for any n # 4. Then H=n # 4 Hn and
x=n # 4 xn belongs to D(S) if and only if
&[S] x&2= :
n # 4
n2 &xn&2<.
In every Hn , choose en such that &en&=1. Let N=[ni]i=1 and M=[mi]i=1
be infinite subsets of 4 such that N & M=< and 1<n2i |m i | for all
1i< (one may choose ni and mi inductively). The operator
A= :

i=1 \
1
|ni |
(eni eni)+
1
|mi |
[eni emi+emi eni+emi emi]+
is selfadjoint and compact. If x # D(S) then x=n # 4 xn and, by (3.1),
Ax= :

i=1 \
1
|ni |
(xni , eni) eni+
1
|mi |
[(xni , eni) emi
+(xmi , emi) eni+(xmi , emi) emi]+ .
Therefore
&[S] Ax&2= :

i=1 _}
n i
|ni |
(xni , eni)+
n i
|mi |
(xmi , emi)}
2
&eni &
2
+|(xni , eni)+(xmi , emi)|
2 &emi &
2&
2 :

i=1
(&xni &+&xmi &)
24 &x&2.
Hence Ax # D(S). From (3.1) we also obtain that
([S] A&A[S]) x= :

i=1
mi&ni
|m i |
(eni emi&emi eni)
extends to a bounded operator A[S] on H. Since |(mi&ni)mi |  1, as i  ,
the operator A[S] is not compact. Hence A # KS and A  JS . Thus KS {JS
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and, by Theorem 3.3, (KS)
2{KS . From the choice of the sets N and M it
follows that A=i=1 Ai , where Ai are selfadjoint operators on the two-
dimensional spaces generated by the elements eni and emi with the matrix
form ( |ni |
&1
|mi |
&1
|mi |
&1
|mi |
&1). Since all Ai are positive, A is positive, so that A # (KS)+ .
K
Problems. (1) From Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 it follows that (JS)2=FS JS ,
for any symmetric operator S, and that JS=FS if S is selfadjoint. The question
arises as to whether JS=FS for all symmetric operators S and not just for
selfadjoint operators.
(2) By Theorem 3.5, KS {JS if S is selfadjoint. Does this hold for all
symmetric operators?
(3) By Theorem 3.4, FS has a bounded approximate identity if and only
if S is selfadjoint. Does FS always have an unbounded one-sided approximate
identity when S is symmetric and not selfadjoint?
4. CLOSED LEFT AND RIGHT IDEALS OF THE
ALGEBRAS (FS , & }&1)
We shall now study the structure of left and right ideals of algebras FS .
Since S is closed, the domain D(S) of S is a Hilbert space with respect to
the scalar product
(x, y) =(x, y)+(Sx, Sy).
For any linear subspace KD(S), by Closure(K) we denote the closure of
K in D(S) with respect to the norm
|x|=(x, x) 12.
Let
Il (K) be the closed in & &1 linear span of all xy, x # K, y # D(S);
and Ir(K) be the closed in & &1 linear span of all xy, x # D(s), y # K.
Since AD(S)D(S) and A*D(S)D(S), for A # AS , it follows from (3.1)
that Il (K) and Ir(K) are respectively closed left and right ideals of
(FS , & }&1) and of (AS , & }&1) and that Il (K)=Ir(K)*.
Let I be a non-trivial left ideal of FS . Set
L(I )=[x # D(S): xy # I for all y # D(S)].
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Clearly, L(I ) is a linear subspace in D(S). Since D(S) is dense in H, for any
0{A # I, there is x # D(S) such that A*x{0. We have that A*x # D(S)
and that, by (3.1), for any y # D(S), (A*x)y=(xy) A # I. Hence
A*x # L(I ) and L(I ){[0]. (4.1)
Similarly, if I is a right ideal of FS , set
R(I )=[x # D(S): yx # I for all y # D(S)].
We say that a closed left ideal I in (FS , & }&1) is essential if
I=FS I,
where FSI is the closed in & }&1 linear span of AB, A # FS , B # I. Since FS
is a closed ideal of (AS , & }&1), every essential left ideal of FS is also an
essential left ideal of (AS , & }&1), i.e., I=ASI.
Theorem 4.1. (i) For any linear subspace KD(S),
(1) Il (K) is an essential left ideal of (FS , & }&1).
(2) KL(Il (K))D(S), L(Il (K))=Closure(K) and L(I l (K))=
R(Ir(K)).
(ii) For any closed non-trivial left ideal I of (FS , & }&1),
(1) L(I ) is a non-trivial closed subspace of D(S),
(2) Il (L(I ))=FS I, it is the largest essential ideal contained in I and
it contains all finite rank operators from I.
Analogous results hold for closed right ideals.
Proof. Since Il (K) is a closed left ideal, FSI l (K)Il (K). For any x # K
and y # D(S), it follows from (3.1) that
( yy)(xy)=&y&2 (xy) # FS Il (K).
Therefore xy # FSIl (K). Since I l (K) is the closed linear span of all xy,
x # K, y # D(S), we have Il (K)FS Il (K). Thus I l (K)=FS Il (K), so that
Il (K) is essential.
For x # D(S),
|x|2(&x&+&Sx&)22(&x&2+&Sx&2)=2 |x|2.
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Therefore, by (3.1),
|x| &y&(&x&+&Sx&) &y&=&xy&+&(Sx)y&
&xy&+&(Sx)y&xSy&+&xSy&
=&xy&1+&x& &Sy& (4.2)
and
&xy&1 =&xy&+&xSy&(Sx)y&&x& &y&+&x& &Sy&+&Sx& &y&
&x& (&y&+&Sy&)+(&x&+&Sx&) &y&
212(&x& | y|+|x| &y&). (4.3)
We have that KL(Il (K)). Let y # D(S) and &y&=1 and let z # L(Il (K))
and z  K. Then zy # Il (K). By the definition of Il (K), there are An=
mni=1 x
i
n y
i
n # Il (K), x
i
n # K and y
i
n # D(S), such that &zy&An&1  0,
as n  . Therefore, by (3.1),
&( yy)(zy)&( yy) An&1 =&zy&(A*n y)y&1
=&(z&zn)y&1  0,
where zn=A*n y=mni=1 ( y
i
n , y) x
i
n # K. Hence &(z&zn)y&  0, so that
&z&zn &  0 and it follows from (4.2) that
|z&zn |=|z&zn | &y&&(z&zn)y&1+&z&zn& &Sy&  0.
Therefore z # Closure(K). Thus L(Il (K))Closure(K). On the other hand,
if z # Closure(K), there are zn # K such that |z&zn |  0, as n  . For any
y # D(S), it follows from (4.3) that
&zy&zn y&1 =&(z&zn)y&1
212(&z&zn& | y|+|z&zn | &y&)  0, as n  .
Hence zy # Il (K) and z # L(Il (K)). Thus L(Il (K))=Closure(K). Similarly,
R(Ir(K))=Closure(K), so that L(I l (K))=R(Ir(K)). Part (i) is proved.
Let I be a closed non-trivial left ideal of FS . By (4.1), L(I ){[0]. If
L(I )=D(S), it follows from the construction of L(I ) and from Lemma
3.1(ii) that I=FS . Since I{FS , L(I ){D(S) and L(I ) is a non-trivial
linear subspace in D(S). If xn # L(I ) and xn  x # D(S) then xn  x in H
and, by (4.3),
&xy&xn y&1212(&x&xn& | y|+|x&xn | &y&)  0,
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for any y # D(S). Since xn y # I and since I is closed, we have that xy # I.
Hence x # L(I ). Thus L(I ) is closed, so that it is a non-trivial closed subspace
of D(S).
From the definition of Il (L(I)) it follows that Il (L(I))I. Let F be a finite
rank operator in I. By Lemma 3.1(ii), F=ni=1 xi yi , where xi , yi # D(S)
and yi can be choosen linearly independent. For u, v # D(S), by (3.1), (uv) F
=(F*u)v # I. Hence F*u=ni=1 ( yi , u) xi # L(I ) for all u # D(S). Choosing
[ui]ni=1 in D(S) such that ( yi , u i)=1 and ( y i , u j)=0, i{ j, we obtain that
all xi # L(I ). Hence F # Il (L(I )). Thus Il (L(I )) contains all finite rank
operators from I.
Let A # FS and B # I. There are finite rank operators An in FS such that
&A&An&1  0, as n  . Then all An B are finite rank operators in I and,
by the above argument, An B # Il (L(I )). Since &AB&An B&1  0, as n  ,
and since Il (L(I )) is closed with respect to & }&1 , AB # I l (L(I )). Hence
FS IIl (L(I )).
Let x # L(I ) and y # D(S). Then xy # Il (L(I )) and xy # I. By (3.1),
( yy)(xy)=&y&2 (xy) # FS I.
Therefore xy # FSI. Since Il (L(I )) is the closed linear span of all xy,
x # L(I ), y # D(S), Il (L(I ))FSI. Thus Il (L(I ))=FSI.
By (i) (1), Il (L(I )) is essential and, by the construction, it is contained
in I. Let J be an essential left ideal in I. Then L(J)L(I ) and Il (L(J))
I l (L(I )). Since J is essential,
J=FSJ=I l (L(J))I l (L(I )).
Therefore Il (L(I )) is the largest essential ideal in I. K
If FS has a left (bounded or unbounded) approximate identity then every
closed left ideal of FS is essential. In particular, this is the case when S is
selfadjoint.
Theorem 4.2. (i) A closed left ideal I of (FS , & }&1) is essential if and
only if I=Il (K), where KD(S). If I is essential, I=Il (L(I )).
(ii) (I )=L(I ) is a one-to-one mapping from the set of all non-trivial
left essential ideals of (FS , & }&1) onto the set of all non-trivial closed subspaces
in D(S); (I )/(J) if and only if I/J.
(iii) Every essential left ideal of (FS , & }&1) is contained in a maximal
essential left ideal. An essential left ideal I=Il (K) is maximal essential if and
only if the closed subspace L(I )=Closure(K) has codimension 1 in D(S).
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(iv) Let I be a closed left ideal of (FS , & }&1) and J= & Im be the
intersection of all maximal essential left ideals Im which contain I. Then
Il (L(I ))=Il (L(J)). If I is essential, I=Il (L(J)).
If all closed left ideals I of (FS , & }&1) are essential, then I=J, so that every
closed left ideal I is the intersection of all maximal closed left ideals which
contain I.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1(i)(1), Il (K) is essential. Conversely, if I is
essential, then, by Theorem 4.1(ii)(2), Il (L(I ))=FS I=I. Part (i) is proved.
Let I be a non-trivial essential left ideal of (FS , & }&1). By Theorem 4.1(ii),
L(I ) is a non-trivial closed subspace of D(S) and Il (L(I))=FSI=I. Therefore
 is injective. If I/J, then L(I )L(J). Since  is injective, L(I )/L(J).
Let K be a non-trivial closed subspace in D(S). By Theorem 4.1(i), I l (K)
is essential and
(Il (K))=L(I l (K))=Closure(K)=L.
Hence I l (K){FS and  is surjective. If K/K1 , then Il (K)Il (K1). If
Il (K)=Il (K1), then, by Theorem 4.1(i) 2),
L(Il (K))=Closure(K)=K=L(I l (K1))=Closure(K1)=K1 .
Since K{K1 , Il (K)/Il (K1). Thus  is a one-to-one mapping which preserves
the partial orders. Part (ii) is proved.
Part (iii) follows immediately from (ii).
Let I be a closed left ideal. By Theorem 4.1(ii)(1), L(I ) is a closed
subspace in D(S). Let M=D(S)L(I ) and let M1 be the unit ball of M.
For every e # M1 , let Le be the orthogonal complement of [Ce] in D(S).
Then
L(I )= ,
e # M1
Le .
From (ii) and (iii) it follows that all &1(Le), and only they, are maximal
essential left ideals of (FS , & }&1) which contain I. Set
J= ,
e # M1
&1(Le).
Then J is a closed left ideal and IJ. Hence L(I )L(J)Le , for all
e # M1 , so that
,
e # M1
Le=L(I )L(J) ,
e # M1
Le .
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Therefore L(I )=L(J). Thus Il (L(I ))=Il (L(J)). If I is essential, then, by
(i), I=Il (L(I ))=Il (L(J)). If all closed left ideals are essential, then J is
essential and I=Il (L(I ))=Il (L(J))=J. K
For A # FS , FSA is a closed left ideal of (FS , & }&1). We say that an
operator A is essential if A # FSA. If FS has a left approximate identity
then, clearly, every A # FS is essential.
Theorem 4.3. (i) All left ideals FSA are essential.
(ii) All finite rank operators in FS are essential.
(iii) All operators in (FS)+ are essential.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2(iii), (FS)2 is dense in (FS , & }&1). Therefore,
FSA=(FS)2 A=FS(FS A)=FS (FS A),
so that FS A is essential. Part (i) is proved.
Let F be a finite rank operator in FS . By Lemma 3.1, F=ni=1 x i yi ,
xi , yi # D(S). The elements [ yi] can always be choosen in such a way that
all yi and yj , i{ j, are orthogonal. Then, by (3.1),
( yj yj) F=&yj&2 (xj y j) # FSF.
Hence xj yj # FSF, so that F # FSF. Thus F is essential. Part (ii) is proved.
Let A # (FS)+ . It follows from the remark after the proof of Theorem 2.5
that A # (t)-Closure(FSA). By Theorem 3.2(ii), FSA is (t)-closed. There-
fore A # FS A and A is essential. K
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